
                        Alien Abductions

These are Close Encounters IV-VI.  This is where we hear the aliens message.

1st abduction to gain significant press notoriety was Betty & Barney Hill on Sept.19th, 1961
while driving thru the White Mountains of New Hampshire.  They saw an enormous disk-shaped
object with 2 rows of windows.  They stopped & saw 6 humanoid entities thru the craft �s
windows.  They went back to driving but their car began vibrating and they heard a beeping
sound.  A haze fell over their car.  When they got home, they realized that 2 hours of time was
unaccounted for.  Barney began having problems with his ulcer & Betty began having
nightmares.  Several months later, they sought out a psychiatrist.  After months of hypnosis, they
claimed they were taken aboard the spaceship and gave humiliating medical exams by the aliens. 
They described the aliens as hairless with large heads, large eyes & grayish skins.  Betty said she
was given a pregnancy exam & Barney said he had a sperm retrieval procedure.

                           Typical Alien Abduction  

Typical alien abductions begin with the victim either driving late at night or asleep in bed.
The drivers will report strange lights in the sky or a UFO sighting. There is generally (in 2/3 of
the cases) a blackout period that requires hypnotic regression to get what happened.  Standard
recall is very rare.  Several hours of missing time is reported.  UFO sightings in the same area are
usually reported by other people. 
Abductees taken from their rooms usually describe a bright light outside and a humming noise. 
3-5 foot hairless aliens appear and the victims report the onset of paralysis and a floating
sensation out of their bed either thru a window or thru the ceiling to the spaceship.  
Once inside the craft, all victims report some type of physical exam. In a white room, the aliens
perform a head-to-toe exam with special attention to the genitalia area.  Instruments are used to
penetrate every part of the victim �s body, including the nose, sinuses, eyes, ears, arms, legs, feet,
abdomen, genitalia & chest.  Some people feel parts of their body is dismembered, only to be
reattached later on.  Some insert an object inserted deep into the nose.  However, detailed
analysis of these implants show they are of earthly origin.  They are also not technologically
advanced in design and serve no known purpose.  Thru telepathic communication, females are
told their ovum is being retrieved for the purpose of reproduction.  The same is said to males
regarding their sperm.  Some victims report feeling mentally & spiritually  � probed � .  In some
UFO groups, this is called Mindscan.  Thru this, some feel information being extracted.  Then the
victims are fed information, usually like the purpose of the aliens visit.  These messages are for
the aliens to interbreed with humans to form a new hybrid race....that humans are the creation of
the aliens and that following a great catastrophe, a new age of peace & advancement will come.

                                     Abductee Profile
According to John Mack, abduction can occur at almost any age & usually happens several times
over many years.  It happens to men & women, old & young, rich & poor.  The only group it
doesn �t seem to happen to very much is Christians.  Abductees have an overwhelming interest in
paranormal activities, Eastern religions & New Age worldviews.  Most of them have reported a
history of involvement with Ouija boards, astrology, channeling, reincarnation, telepathic
communication, etc.  An increased risk seems to be with people who grew up in a severly
dysfunctional, abusive home, especially if there was sexual abuse.


